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Workshop organised in the context of the European project “Planning, Urban Management and Heritage - PUMAH” (7th FP- People-IRSES programme) involving European and Chinese Universities

Montelibretti, Sala conferenze CNR, 4 luglio 2014, ore 9.30 – 13.30

Presentation of the PUMAH project
Heleni Porfyriou, CNR project coordinator

Digital documentation for heritage protection or ICT
Qing Ming Zhang, School of Urban Design, Wuhan University
Yinghui Xiao, School of Urban Design, Wuhan University
Qingwu Wen, School of Urban Design, Wuhan University

Archaeological open access journals: the case of "Archeologia e Calcolatori"
Alessandra Caravale, Alessandra Piergrossi
CNR – Institute for the Research on Ancient Mediterranean

Multicriteria analysis for the assessment of sustainable conservation restoration
Elena Gigliarelli
CNR – Institute for Technologies Applied to Cultural Heritage

“Matera tales of a city” project. An augmented experience in cultural heritage through mobile devices
Eva Pietroni
CNR – Institute for Technologies Applied to Cultural Heritage

Integrated valorisation of heritage sites. The UNESCO Historic Urban Landscape approach
Heleni Porfyriou, Laura Genovese
CNR - Institute for the Conservation and Enhancement of Cultural Heritage

General discussion
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